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The Renault Energy engine also known as "E engine" or "E-Type" (E for Energy) is an automotive gasoline
four-stroke inline four cylinder internal combustion engine, with a sleeved water cooled cast iron block,
equipped with 5 crankshaft bearings, an overhead camshaft driven by a toothed timing belt and an aluminum
cylinder head with 8 overhead valves.
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It was a transversely mounted, front-engined, front wheel drive layout under the compact liftback body of the
facelifted 1995 Dacia Nova.The SupeRNova was the first model Automobile Dacia released after the
company had been taken over by Renault, in 1999.The improvement over the Nova model consisted in an
authentic Renault engine and gearbox, replacing the old, thirsty Cleon-Fonte based unit ...
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